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debacle of the Central Powers in 1918; and the Magyar statesmen,
who knew all the time how uncertain their footing was upon the
pinnacle on which they had stood since 1867, must have felt that the
complete independence which Hungary obtained—for the first time
since 1526—under the Treaty of Trianon was at least one substantial
gain to set ofE against the immense territorial losses inflicted upon her
in the dismemberment of the Hapsburg Empire.
Even this post-war extrication of Hungary from the perilous
German connexion had to be bought at a price; for the plebiscite,
which the Peace Treaties had provided for, in the strip of Hungarian
territory along the Austrian frontier—the so-called Burgenland—had
resulted in the transfer to Austria of the whole of this German-
inhabited district except for the town of Sopron.1 Thus, at the
moment when the four-centuries-old political association of Hungary
with Austria was being dissolved, Austria, in the very hour of her
defeat and prostration, had succeeded in partially recouping herself
for her losses elsewhere by joining with the successor states in the
spoliation (as the Magyars regarded it) of the historic Crown of
St. Stephen. The Magyars might reasonably feel some anxiety as to
what their fate might be if this post-war Austria which had acquired
the Burgenland were now to become the south-eastern advance-
guard of a Greater Germany through being absorbed into a Hitlerian
Reich.
In this situation the Magyars clung to their post-war entente with
Fascist Italy,2 who in every respect was a more convenient partner
for post-war Hungary than a Greater Germany would be. Unlike
Austria, or a fortiori Germany, Italy shared Hungary's hostility
towards Jugoslavia; and through her acquisition of Fiume, which
was Hungary's pre-war port, she had it in her power to re-open for
Hungary her lost outlet on the Adriatic—if once the common enemy
Jugoslavia were put out of the way. On the eve of Herr Hitler's
advent to power in Germany, a fresh strain had been placed upon
Italo-Jugoslav relations by a childish act of chauvinistic vandalism
on the Jugoslav side—the mutilation of the Venetian lions at Trau
in Dalmatia—and the worse Italy's relations were with Jugoslavia,
the more surely Hungary could count upon Italian friendship. It
was true that even this Italo-Hungarian entente was not on a footing
of equality. Italy was the patron and Hungary the satellite. Yet
Hungary was at least not so much at Signor Mussolini's beck and
call, so long as Jugoslavia lay between them, as she would be at Herr
1 See the Survey for 1920-3, pp. 304-7.
3 See the Survey for 1927, pp. 155-61, 541*

